Optimization of the probability of orbital angular momentum for Laguerre-Gaussian beam in Kolmogorov and non-Kolmogorov turbulence.
We derive the probabilities of the signal OAM state and crosstalk OAM state for a Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beam propagating through Kolmogorov and Non-Kolmogorov turbulence, and derive the accurate analytical function of the probability for the received OAM state modulated by an arbitrary receiver aperture. The probability of the detected OAM state with a receiver aperture for different values of the radius is demonstrated numerically. Our numerical results show that the probability of the signal OAM state remains almost invariant when the radius of the receiver aperture varies. The probability of the crosstalk OAM state decreases with the decrease of the radius of the receiver aperture, thus it can be optimized by choosing a suitable value of the radius of the receiver aperture. Our results will be useful in free-space optical communications.